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November 20, 2016 
 
 
 
Dear Friends of Proclamation Task: 
  
Warm greetings from Institute for International Christian Communication (IICC). We are writing with 
exciting and encouraging news--an update about a healthy and fruitful advance in the relationship 
between IICC and our friends and colleagues at Proclamation Task. 
  
For over ten years, Proclamation Task and IICC have partnered together to prepare Christian workers 
for ministry throughout Uganda and East Africa.  At IICC, we value this relationship, counting it a 
privilege to join in what God is doing through the growing impact of Proclamation Task. 
  
IICC is also growing.  One of the necessary parts of our growth is to move from doing things outside 
of our core strengths to put all our efforts into our main ministry. That main ministry is to train 
Christian workers to be effective gospel workers in a language and culture different from their own. 
  
To focus more on training an international network of skilled cross cultural Gospel workers, IICC is 
bringing to a close our ministry of financial services for partner organizations like Proclamation Task. 
We are making these changes slowly and carefully, finding good partners that will continue to provide 
those key services. 
  
Therefore, I am pleased to present Ministry Dynamics, a 501 (c)(3) Christian ministry in Portland 
Oregon. Ministry Dynamics has provided financial services for ministry teams around the world for 
many years.  Now it has agreed to serve the PT ministries as well.  Beginning on January 1, 2017, 
donations sent to Ministry Dynamics and identified for Proclamation Task, will be processed to benefit 
Proclamation Task in Uganda. Your gifts will be receipted as usual. Ministry Dynamics provides this 
service with very low administrative costs. 
  
IICC will continue to work with Proclamation Task through our teaching/training ministries. We are 
thankful for the heart of Ministry Dynamics (MD) as they begin to provide bookkeeping and finance 
functions for Proclamation Task. 
  
PT-USA has worked closely with Proclamation Task since 2005 to promote prayer and provide 
communications and IT services.  They connect with Julius and PT-Uganda staff frequently by 
internet and Skype for extended updates every month or two.  This service will continue with the 
PT/MD partnership.  
 
One other detail that we want to include in this letter is that IICC willl work closely with Miinistry 
Dynamics during this transition period to ensure that donations intended for PT arrive in Uganda, 
even if IICC receives them after January 1.  Also, Mark Hedinger, the Executive Director of IICC, is 
joining the Board of Directors of Ministry Dynamics. Not only is this because of the heart that we have 



for one another’s ministries, it is also a way of making sure that what IICC has learned over the years 
about ministry with Proclamation Task is easily available to Ministry Dynamics. 
  
Please feel free to phone or email the signers of this letter if you have questions about this transition. 
We expect the formal handover will take place January 1, 2017. After that date, we ask that donations 
for Proclamation Task be sent to Ministry Dynamics. A separate letter from Ministry Dynamics is 
enclosed with this letter with instructions in how to send gifts after January 1. 
 
Yours in His Grace, 
  
 

 

Mark Hedinger 

Executive Director,IICC  

503-260-8407 

 

 

 

Larry Gentry 

Chair, PT-USA 

360-571-5293 

 

 

 

Julius Twongyeirwe 

Director, Proclamation Task 

Email:  juliustwo.proclaim@gmail.com 


